Exhibition and Convention Center (NECC)
国家会展中心（上海）
2020．9．7-10

Special Precautionary Measures of COVID-19
Q: What are the conditions and procedures for VISITOR to visit the exhibition?
A:
Overseas, Hong Kong, Macau
and Taiwan Visitor
(Long-term Stay in China)

Overseas, Hong Kong, Macau
and Taiwan Visitor
(Temporary entry)

Make a personal health
declaration
Apply "Shanghai QR code“ in
advance

Make a personal health
declaration
Apply "Shanghai QR code“ in
advance

1) Prepare a ribonucleic acid
test report
2) Prepare a Notice on Release
from Medical Quarantine
3) Apply "Shanghai QR
code“ in advance

Complete online real-name
registration

Present the original Mainland
Travel Permit for Hong Kong
and Macau Residents/
Mainland Travel Permit for
Taiwan Residents/ Passport to
the registration counter for
real-name registration
(photographs are required)

Present the original Mainland
Travel Permit for Hong Kong
and Macau Residents/
Mainland Travel Permit for
Taiwan Residents/ Passport to
the registration counter for
real-name registration
(photographs are required)

Show the green "Shanghai QR
code" on site

Show the green "Shanghai QR
code" on site

Show the green "Shanghai QR
code" on site

Take a temperature
measurement^

Take a temperature
measurement^

Take a temperature
measurement^

Present and scan the original
ID card through the gate

Present the original Mainland
Travel Permit for Hong Kong
and Macau Residents/
Mainland Travel Permit for
Taiwan Residents/ Passport
and valid badge

Present the original Mainland
Travel Permit for Hong Kong
and Macau Residents/
Mainland Travel Permit for
Taiwan Residents/ Passport
and valid badge

Enter the exhibition hall

Enter the exhibition hall

Enter the exhibition hall

Local Visitor
(Mainland China)

Note:


All participants should stay in an accommodation that meets the sanitation and epidemic
prevention conditions, and avoid going the crowded public places outside the exhibition venue
during the show period.



All personnel entering the exhibition hall must wear masks, wash your hands frequently,
maintain a safe social distance of 1 meter, avoid gathering or crowding, and reduce physical
contact.



All personnel must register under real name authentication online before the show starts.



Visitors should make an online reservation in advance.

^ An isolation area is set up on site, Anyone with abnormal body temperature will undergo further
check-up.
^ If it is determined that the person is suspected of being infected, the organizer has the right to
notify relevant departments in time. Personnel entering the exhibition hall must cooperate with the
organizer to go to the designated point to avoid abnormal physical signs or people at risk from
entering the exhibition hall.
Q: How to generate "Shanghai QR code"?
A: Scan the official QR code below to generate the "Shanghai QR code" (it can be processed
through the WeChat "Apply Applicable" applet or Alipay "Health Code" section)

Q: How do I know whether my area is a high-risk area or a key epidemic prevention area?
A: Scan the QR code of the official applet below

Q: Can foreigners enter China at present?
A: Please click on the following link to visit the "National Immigration Administration Government
Service Platform" for the latest policy.
https://s.nia.gov.cn/mps/tztg/202003/t20200327_1194.html
Q: What does the real-name admission system refer to? What procedures need to be
completed?
A:
All personnel must register under real name authentication online in advance. Exhibitors, visitors,
staff and onsite personnel must provide their valid identity document information and mobile phone
contact no. through the online systems, and perform the following operations:


LOCAL VISITOR (Mainland China): After verifying the original ID card, it is allowed to enter
the exhibition hall by ensuring that the "personal and ID are in consistent".



Overseas, Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan VISITOR: Apply for the "Shanghai QR code" in
advance. Present the original Mainland Travel Permit for Hong Kong and Macau Residents,
Mainland Travel Permit for Taiwan Residents or Passport, valid badge and green "Shanghai
QR code" before entering the exhibition hall.

*

All personnel entering the exhibition hall must bring their own ID card, the original Mainland
Travel Permit for Hong Kong and Macau Residents, Mainland Travel Permit for Taiwan
Residents or Passport to enter the exhibition hall.

*

In case of peak passenger flow, please follow the instructions of the staff and visit the
exhibition in batches.

*

Minors are not allowed to enter the venue.

Q：What are the specific epidemic prevention measures at the exhibition site?
A:
1.

All personnel must register under real name authentication online in advance. The organizer
will not accept persons from areas with high epidemic risk to register for participation in the
exhibition or enter the exhibition hall.

2.

The organizer and the exhibition hall will be equipped with necessary anti-epidemic materials.
During the exhibition, the main entrances and exits of each hall will be equipped with
alcohol-free hand sanitizer for disinfection by exhibitors and visitors.

3.

Perform regular and main disinfection on all high-frequency contact areas.

4.

Organizers, exhibitors, contractors, freight forwarder and other onsite personnel must
implement a daily health registration system in addition to the normal work procedures for
entering the venue. The health status of the staff must be summarized daily, and the staff in
key areas must be confirmed in advance. If there is any abnormal health condition, please
inform the organizer in time. All front-line staff must wear masks uniformly.

Q: Do I need to wear a mask in the exhibition hall?
A: All personnel entering the hall must wear masks, maintain a safe social distance of 1 meter, avoid
gathering or crowding, and reduce physical contact. Specific rubbish bins for disposal of used face
masks are provided at prominent areas.
Q: How to ensure air ventilation at the exhibition hall?
A: In order to ensure air ventilation in all areas of the exhibition hall, the entrances and exits of the
exhibition hall will always be open.
Q: What epidemic prevention measures will EXHIBITOR take at the exhibition site?
A:
1. Exhibitors must prepare anti-epidemic and disinfection items such as masks, disposable gloves,
disinfectant water, and hand sanitizers for their booths.
2. In addition to going through the normal work procedures for entering the exhibition, all
participants in the trade show, and their contractors, forwarders and other exhibition service
personnel also need to conduct routine training on infectious disease prevention knowledge for
their employees and suppliers and service providers to ensure that the employees are admitted
Master the necessary prevention and control knowledge and service skills such as disinfection
and cleaning. Establish work accounts such as employee health files and personnel control
records to strengthen work management. Collect employee health monitoring information daily
and keep records. If there is any abnormality, report to the organizer in time. Staff in key areas
must confirm their health in advance, and inform the organizer in time if there is any abnormality.
3. Exhibitors should ensure that the meeting area is ventilated and spacious. Customers and sales
personnel must wear masks keep a safe social distance. The organizer strictly forbids exhibitors
to carry out crowd performance activities, such as promotion activities, should ensure that the
booth crowds are kept at a safe distance.
4. Exhibitors must strictly implement preventive disinfection and daily disinfection of their booths
and exhibits, and keep records of disinfection work. Cooperate with the organizers and venues
to do preventive disinfection and daily disinfection work in public areas. All personnel entering
the exhibition area use hand sanitizer to wash their hands. Exhibitors should report to the
on-site epidemic prevention and control personnel if they find that the temperature of the visitors
in their booth is abnormal.

Q: What are the admission arrangements and procedures for EXHIBITORS?
A：
Move-in (applicable to all exhibitors):
Show the
green
"Shanghai QR
code" on site

Take a
temperature
measurement

Collect the registered Exhibitor
Badge

Enter the
exhibition hall
by using
Exhibitor
Badge

Show period (applicable to local exhibitors):
Show the
green
"Shanghai QR
code" on site

Take a
temperature
measurement

Present the presnet and scan
the original ID card through the
gate

Enter the
exhibition hall

Show period (applicable to overseas, Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan exhibitors):
Show the
green
"Shanghai QR
code" on site

Take a
temperature
measurement

Present the original Mainland
Travel Permit for Hong Kong
and Macau Residents/
Mainland Travel Permit for
Taiwan Residents/ Passport
and valid badge

Q: What is the current situation of the epidemic in China?
A: Please click on the link below to access the daily latest situation of the epidemic.
http://www.gov.cn/fuwu/zt/yqfwzq/zxqk.htm#0

Enter the
exhibition hall

